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Mechanical (C&W)/NGP Division 

Achievements during the FY 2022-23 (February,2023) 

 

  दिसम्बर माह के िौरान उपलब्धियॉ (Good work done/achievements during February) 

 
 
1.  Modification in LED Inspection Minor lamp:  

Using the waste old minor lamp, modification in LED based inspection minor lamp is 
done by providing new compact lithium base battery with battery management 
system (BMS) and micro USB charging  point. Total cost incurred in modification is 
merely Rs. 175/-. Modified minor lamp is compact, handy and can be charged by    
mobile charger.                       

Modification done by upgrading the existing battery by new compact lithium base      

battery with Battery Management System (BMS) and micro USB charging port.     

2. Online meeting related to issues on disaster management was taken on 
16.02.2023 by involving break down supervisors (15 nos.) & core group 
maintenance  break down staff  (20 nos.) of ART/SPARME/Crane/Tool van of 
NGP Division. Issues like availability of items as per standard list, shortfall item, 
M&P requirement, modern tools & gauges requirement, critical items, safety 

check of rolling stock etc. were discussed. All participants were counseled to 
improve maintenance, upkeep and reliability of rolling stock and equipment. 

3.  Main entrance gate up gradation :- In order to attract visitors attention, the 
existing concrete structure main entrance gate of NGRM/MIB has been upgrade 
by artfistic FRP structure with murals, decorative colourful plaster and metallic 
paint work with cascade type waterfall both sides which glow in colourful lights 
at night. 

 

    4.   Multi combo play item comprises of different types of playing items like of different   

slides, swing, climber, bridge etc. has been installed at play area of NGRM/MIB. 

This is attraction for the children. 

5.   Automatic Mechanized organic waste machine for comfort. This machine of capacity  

of converting 25 kg organic/horticulture waste into 05 kgs of compost has been 

installed at NGRM/MIB & NIR This machine will be useful in controlling huge 

horticulture waste generated at NGRM. 
 

6.   26 rakes converted from single pipe to twin pipe working at sidings in this division. 
 
7.   Total 2421 Visitors visited NGRM/NIR and generated revenue of Rs. 48990/-  
      Including Toy Train ride ticket Rs.  5230/- & entry fees Rs. 43760/-. 
 
8.   There is no en-route wagon detachment during the month. 
 
9.   There is no case of Hot-Axle during the month.  
 

10. Total of 4572 students from 47 different Schools visited NGRM/MIB and Rs. 
45720/- was collected by giving them 50% concession on Entry & Toy Train ride 
tickets. Total 8734 visitors visited NGRM/MIB & Total earning was Rs. 167685/- 
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11. Total 134 complaints received and closed in Rail Madad portal in the month of 

Feb’ 23 with average disposal time of 13 minutes. Total 49 feedbacks have 

been received.Out of that with excellent remark from 28 passengers and 

satisfactory remark from 18 passengers and 3 unsatisfactory remarks have 

been received. The excellent and satisfactory percentage is 85.12% of total 

feedbacks.  

12. Railway Board Mega Safety drive is being conducted from 19.02.2023 to   

 20.03.2023. 

13.   1 week Drive to check brake van quick coupling from 22.02.23 to 28.03.23. 

14.   Revalidation of BPC of 60 rakes has been done in the division. 

15.   During the month, 27 Long Haul Formation was done in the Division. 

16.   During the month, 5 Coaches were given IOH at IOH shed, Gondia.  

17.  During the month, amount of Rs. 16,80,551/- has been realized against 

damage  and deficiency charges from sidings. 

18.  There was no wagon rejection at SONR, the major coal loading siding in NGP 

division. 
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